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Celebrate the year with daily images from one of the most successful film franchises in history.

Calendar features daily tear-away pages and is printed on a matte paper stock, 6 1/8" wide x 5 1/4"

tall.  313 full-color pages. Calendar stands on a durable plastic easel and comes packaged securely

in a box.
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I ordered this for my nephew, who saw it in another store. It came quickly, but I was very

disappointed in the quality. The paper is really thin and it looks like someone photocopied the

pictures. Badly. I think the nephew will like it anyway, but I don't like it.

I thought this was a wall calendar and was surprised that it was a desk one but that actually made

me more excited. I love the individual days on it. The reason I only give it 3 stars is because when I

opened it, the back had broken off and I had to re-glue it on. It works but it isn't as good as it should

be.

Received broken. Seems like a cheap knock off. Not happy with purchase at all. We buy alot off of ,

this is the first time we have been disappointed. Especially when it was a gift.Not worth the hassle of

returning.

I bought this at one of the end of the year calendar kiosks at my local mall. It's a nice calendar. The



photos take up most of the page and they are quite rich in color. There is text on each page

depending on if it is a holiday, but other than that it is primarily a photo calendar. To be clear, there

are no quotes or facts for each page. This is a picture calender intended to awaken the Harry Potter

love that was so common a couple years ago. There is only one real problem I have with this

calendar. It begins on the 5 January 2015. I am robbed of 4 whole days in 2015. I do not know if that

is because of where I bought it, perhaps some hooligan stole the first four pages. Bottom line: nice

for the price and the back of box describes exactly what you are getting.

My wife loves it. She can't get enough of Harry Potter soooo Five Stars it is. Probably her favorite

Christmas gift (even over the most expensive gifts I gave her - what can you do I married a Geek).

As others have said, this calendar came with the base and pages unattached. Had to superglue

them back together. The box was torn and wasn't packaged well. I thought it would be more than

just a picture and an undistinguishable text.

Okay I was hella hyped when I ordered it but when it came to my house it was bad, like bad enough

that I had to write a review. First of this thing is really small and all it is, is the date and picture no

words, second my calender is already falling apart and like the other person mentioned was that the

back part fell off. I dont recommend buying this.

For some reason I thought there would be more to this other than a picture each day. Maybe a

quote from one of the movies or a fact or a behind the scenes or something.Guess I will look for a

different one next year.
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